SH-MA10
Melter / Applicator

The Soft Heat SH- MA10 is the ultimate
evolution of the popular Melter/Applicator
combination crack sealant machine. It is ideal
for all types of crack sealant work. Completely
self-contained, it can efficiently melt and apply
hot sealants to parking areas, road ways, mill
and fill perimeters and traffic control loops.
Thanks to the heat sourcing of infrared technology, initial startup and recovery times are less
than half that of traditional torch fired units.
The virtually even distribution of heat across the
burner surface combined with the actual flame
never touching the melting pan yields undamaged material at an astonishing rate. Fuel usage
is a fraction of traditional units. No more annoying blow-outs means even lower operating cost
without the frustration of time lost.

The SH-MA10 draws from over 25
years of experience in the manufacture and
design of melter applicators. Both inner and
outer tanks are built of 14 ga. steel. Standard
features include temperature gauge with
guards, four 1/4” thick steel wheels for stability, propane bottle platform (bottle not included), stay cool handle on no-splash lid,
spring loaded control valve and 3” steel
screed with seal-off plate for clean starts and
stops. The built in hand agitator incorporates
a revolutionary block-off plate to seal the material vat from the valve. This allows quick in
field servicing of a valve clog. Regulator is self
-maximizing to prevent over pressurizing of
the burner and hose is 4’ of protective
braided stainless steel. Battery powered
electronic ignition and back up lighter stick
port means you are never stranded with an
unsolvable ignition problem. Quality welded
construction by skilled tradesmen in the USA
means each unit comes fully assembled to
stay fully assembled. This is simply the most
productive MA10 built.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Length – 47”
Width – 27”
Height – 36”
Capacity – 10 gal.
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